INTRODUCTION
British engineering has always been well provided with world-class designers and industrial leaders who have wrought world-leading achievements. Best and most widely known for his exceptional contribution to the world aerospace industry, Sir George Edwards excelled in all three spheres simultaneously, and was the most prolifically accomplished and highestregarded British aircraft designer and industrial leader after the original pioneers and company signatories, and of world stature. His 94-year life spanned virtually the entire era of powered manned flight, to which he devoted an outstanding 40-year contribution-from 1935 to 1975 , from the biplane to the supersonic era. His exceptional technical and engineering proficiency, familial leadership style, prolific achievements and hugely significant influence on the global aeronautical scene were unmatched anywhere. The results were the generation of leading-edge aerospace engineering technologies and standards, the realization of a whole new travel experience throughout the world by air, and key elements of national and international defence, thereby providing valuable commercial and export benefits and many thousands of high-calibre and rewarding jobs-all of which he steered and managed with commanding ability, authority, effect and great success.
This period spanned some of the most demanding times and situations in British and world affairs wherein the aeronautical industry was always a crucially important dynamic. It extended from the nationally critical years from the mid-1930s and the wholesale re-equipment and expansion of the Royal Air Force to meet the huge demands of World War II, through to the pioneering launch of the jet age of aviation in the immediate postwar years, and the creation of large-scale international collaborative programme alliances in the 1960s and 1970s, which have since become the principal modus operandi of the global aerospace industry of today. The postwar period also included working at the heart of the advancement and reshaping of both the British and European industries to world status as well as the setting of numerous British and world firsts and records and introducing many of the techniques and standards that his successors have since taken forward so beneficially.
His many contributions and seminal papers delivered to the leading aerospace and other professional organizations on both sides of the Atlantic, notably the Royal Aeronautical Society, and in the academic domain, were also correspondingly influential and appreciated.
In his personal and family life, Edwards's humanity, compassion and unfailing good humour were combined with a wide variety of interests and pursuits, making him an exceptionally well-rounded man with a legion of attainments and friends.
EARLY LIFE AND EDUCATION
George Robert Edwards-affectionately known to his professional colleagues as 'GRE'-was born at Highams Park, Walthamstow, Essex, on 9 July 1908, only four and a half years after the American Wright brothers had inaugurated the age of powered manned flight in December 1903; he therefore witnessed virtually the whole of the aerospace era as we now know it.
George was the son of Edwin George Edwards, a tobacconist and confectioner, and his wife Mary Elizabeth (née Freeman); unfortunately, his mother died soon after the birth. However, although the infant George was brought up by an aunt and uncle and his elderly father, in no way was he deprived, but it did instil in him a high degree of self-reliance and resolution from an early age that was to motivate him for the rest of his life.
Interestingly, three other events occurred in his birth month that would prove to have a profound effect on the course of his adult life.
On 21 July 1908, Vickers, which was eventually to become his principal employer, took its first step into the aeronautical arena by submitting a tender to the Admiralty, to which the company was a supplier of warships, for Britain's first airship. A leading figure in much of the long series of Vickers airships was Barnes Wallis (FRS 1945) , who was to be one of the first and most influential people that George Edwards would come into contact with when he arrived at Vickers (Aviation) Ltd at Weybridge in Surrey, 27 years later.
Again in July 1908, Rex Pierson, who was also to have a major early influence on George Edwards at Weybridge, and whom he was eventually to succeed as Chief Designer there, joined Vickers as an apprentice at the company's engineering works at Erith, Kent. It was from there that the original stalwarts of the fledgling Vickers aircraft team were to transfer to Weybridge during World War I, and Pierson himself and his small design team from London's Knightsbridge shortly after the war; several of them would also later work with and for Edwards.
However, in the context of George's personal life, by far the most significant other event of that month was the birth-during the same week as George-of one Marjorie Annie Thurgood, to whom he would eventually be so happily and supportively married for 59 years.
George Edwards started his education in a small private school in Highams Park. After attending local preparatory and council schools, he encountered his first taste of bureaucracy when the application for him to attend a Grammar School was rejected because he was three days too old and so was referred to what was then the Walthamstow Engineering and Trade School. This eventually became the South West Essex Technical College and, fortuitously, provided his first introduction to engineering. It was there that he also undertook a part-time external University of London BSc (Eng) degree course-getting up at 5 a.m. for three hours' study before starting work, with another concentrated session after work in the evening.
INITIAL ENGINEERING EXPERIENCE
George Edwards initially entered civil engineering in 1928, at the age of 20 years, as a technical engineer in the London Docks at Hays Wharf near Tower Bridge. The first seven years of his professional career there thus enabled him to gain a sound practical engineering grounding and election to Associate Membership of the Institution of Structural Engineers (AMIStructE) as his professional credential. His primary job was the design of such diverse and technically demanding projects as cranes, lifts, elevators and bridges, and the laying-out of cold stores, coffee mills and the engine rooms of tugs. All of this work included supervising the installations and running the acceptance tests.
AVIATION BECKONS
Realizing the limitations of this environment, in February 1935, at the still young age of 27 years, and now with a considerable background of engineering knowledge and responsibility, George Edwards made what was to prove to be a momentous move to Vickers (Aviation) Ltd at Weybridge as a senior designer-draughtsman-but not before bargaining up over a threemonth period from the advertised salary of £5 per week to five guineas (£5.50). The spur for this move was the fact that it was just as the Royal Air Force was transferring from the biplane to the monoplane era and was at the threshold of major re-equipment and expansion to meet the anticipated demands of another looming major conflict in Europe.
This was indeed a vintage year for him because it was also the year in which he graduated with his hard-earned BSc (Eng) degree in July and married Marjorie ('Dinah') Thurgood at Highams Park Church in October.
He was fortunate to begin his aviation career by working under the paternal leadership of two of Britain's greatest contemporary aircraft engineering designers-Rex Pierson and Barnes Wallis, Vickers's Chief Designer and his Chief Structures Designer respectively-and learning much from their quite different characters and approaches. Pierson was the master of conceiving a properly balanced and practical design, with each specialist demand getting its fair share and no more, whereas Wallis was a stickler for quality and perfection at almost any cost.
Pierson had already been responsible for the design of the pioneering Vickers Vimy of trans-Atlantic, England-Australia and England-South Africa record fame in 1919-20, and of the ensuing bomber/transport lineage that formed the backbone of that category in the Royal Air Force during the years between the wars, and so set the main path of the Weybridge aircraft output thereafter. Wallis was developing the theory of his intricate lightweight geodetic ('basketweave') form of airframe construction, derived from the method of retaining the gasbags that he had adopted during the design of the Vickers R100 airship (and the global navigational science of geodesy). Pierson's G4/31 military general-purpose biplane and monoplane prototypes that prefaced the Wellesley long-distance record-breaking single-engined bomber for the Royal Air Force, the first Vickers aircraft type in which Wallis's geodetic structural principle was fully exploited, were the first aircraft types on which George Edwards worked at Weybridge.
Significantly, it was from that point onwards that he developed a deep-rooted and enduring motivation and devotion to serving the needs of the Royal Air Force throughout the whole of his subsequent 40-year aviation career-always proclaiming that the RAF was the company's best and most important customer.
After his seven years in heavy engineering, Edwards was quite unfazed by the numerous redesigns demanded by Wallis for the multitude of intersecting helical members of his lightalloy geodetic airframe structures and the biscuit-like gusset plates that joined them together. The object of the exercise was that, by shaving a fraction of an ounce from each of the many hundreds of these details, a sizable overall weight saving would result. So it was that he quickly learned that his mission in aircraft design ever after was to 'defeat Isaac Newton', as he so succinctly put it.
Edwards initially worked alongside an experienced Vickers aviation designer, George Stannard. On being taken round the Weybridge works on his first day, he suddenly came upon a big man stripped to the waist and breaking up a brand new but redundant Viastra transport aircraft with a sledgehammer; this turned out to be Archie Knight, the Works Manager. Although he did not realize it at the time, this was to be the first indication of the trials and perils that he would encounter in a big way in later years in both the military and civil aircraft domains.
Edwards's progress in the Vickers design office was rapid and he soon became a group leader, his first main responsibility being the design of the tail unit of the Vickers B9/32 prototype. This aircraft was the forerunner of the prolifically produced and widely deployed Wellington and Warwick twin-engined geodetic bombers of World War II, to whose design he made a significant contribution in bringing Wallis's theoretical geodetic structural concept to practicality in some of the most complex airframe components. His early mathematical training was to prove invaluable in determining both the spatial disposition of the elemental members and in the complex stress analysis involved. He also worked closely with 'Mutt' Summers, Vickers's renowned Chief Test Pilot, in the correction of a serious aerodynamic overbalance problem with the rudder-thereby establishing an enduring relationship with company test pilots as a key element of his approach to the design validation process.
WARTIME EXPEDITIONS
For a brief period shortly after the outbreak of World War II in September 1939 his general engineering skills were used to devise a camouflage protection scheme for the Weybridge factory, which, being located inside the internationally known Brooklands motor-racing track, was very conspicuous from the air and hence vulnerable to enemy air attack-but to which the plant unfortunately did succumb on 4 September 1940. He also devised an ingenious method of supporting the roof structure of the main erecting shop against collapse from enemy bombing attack. This consisted of a series of 15 in (0.38 m) square centrally pivoted wooden columns that could be rotated into the vertical position to support the roof trusses during an air raid and back horizontally above the aircraft assembly line afterwards to enable it to be progressively moved forward on a daily basis.
In the following month he was given complete responsibility, in both the design office and the factory workshops, to devise a special version of the Wellington to operate as a destroyer of enemy magnetic mines, which posed a devastating threat to Allied shipping in the Thames estuary. This aircraft was visually identifiable by the 48 ft (14.6 m) diameter electrically charged duralumin magnetic coil degaussing ring mounted under the fuselage and wings and energized by a generator driven by an auxiliary engine located inside the fuselage. The extreme urgency of this onerous assignment, and the imperative need to get it into service within three months of the requirement being issued, necessitated round-the-clock working throughout the 1939 Christmas period and for Edwards to report progress with photographs every night to the then First Lord of the Admiralty, Winston Churchill. Twelve such conversions were successfully deployed in the Thames estuary, and later in the Suez Canal, Mediterranean harbours and the Near East, until the Admiralty had devised degaussing gear for the hulls of ships.
After other company organizational changes, this episode led to Edwards's being appointed Experimental Manager later in 1940 with the added responsibility of establishing an autonomous three-hangar facility in the nearby wooded Foxwarren Park, after the bombing raid on the parent Vickers factory at Brooklands; he held this key position throughout the burdensome six years of war. The principal projects with which he was charged were the construction of the prototypes of the Vickers Type 432 F7/41 'Metal Mosquito' twin-engined, high-speed, high-altitude (40000 ft; 12192 m) fighter, the company's first stressed-skin aircraft design; the big four-engined Windsor geodetic bomber; the high-altitude, pressurizedcabin Wellington (a British first); the 'Whittle Wellington' jet-engine test-bed aircraft; and the prototype of the immediate postwar Viking civil airliner adaptation of the Wellington-as well as Barnes Wallis's bouncing bombs and other special war weapons.
The Government had also insisted that all test flying of Vickers experimental aircraft types be relocated from Brooklands to the less vulnerable Wellington 'Shadow Factory' at Squires Gate, Blackpool. It was at this time that Edwards himself learned to fly and in 1948 gained his Private Pilot's Licence with the Vickers Flying Club at Fairoaks aerodrome, near Weybridge. Thereafter, he always took great pride in flying himself each new aircraft type conceived under his direction, soon after the first flight of the prototype, right through to Concorde. He also frequently piloted the company's inter-factory communications aircraft.
In 1940-41, George Edwards also played an important role in a part-time secondment to Lord Beaverbrook's wartime Ministry of Aircraft Production team of expeditors to accelerate the development and production of new types of British and American aircraft in other British aircraft factories. This notably included the adaptation of the American Douglas DB-7 Havoc to the night fighter role by Fairey Aviation and early production of the Hawker Typhoon ground-attack fighter with Gloster Aircraft.
In technical terms, each of the diverse wartime aircraft types handled by Edwards involved a significant breakthrough that was to find a valuable place at the dawn of the expansive postwar era. The extreme complexity of Wallis's design for the Windsor wing had demonstrated that the geodetic structural concept had now reached the limits of its practicality, and Edwards was finally able to convince him that the more modern stressed-skin monocoque form of airframe construction would be the right way to proceed henceforth. Other important factors included: four-engined design for operational safety, especially on over-water routings; pressurized airliner passenger cabins and bomber crew compartments for the much higher altitudes that would be required for efficient turbine-powered operation; and the challenging demand of incorporating these features into series production. When building the prototype Viking airliner, he had also conceived the basic form of tooling for assembly of the fuselage and wings that was to permeate the production of the whole of the postwar large civil and military aircraft lineage that he went on to generate and manage at Weybridge.
He was also a member of the Fedden Mission of the Anglo-American team that sequestrated valuable aeronautical research data and technology from Germany at the end of the war.
Collectively, this very broad and demanding range of assignments, and the invaluable technical experience so gained, was to stand Edwards in a commanding position immediately after the war when Vickers, largely at his instigation, chose to embrace the jet age wholeheartedly and the vastly expanded operational envelope that it portended. The huge challenge that Edwards faced in contesting the civil aircraft field after the massive reduction of military orders at the end of the war, and in exploiting the unique British asset of jet propulsion, also resulted in his boldly embracing the introduction of a wholly new type of metal aircraft construction-more than a decade after the American industry had been able to introduce this technique in their 'modern-type' airliner designs.
Following the recommendations of the prescient 1943 Brabazon Committee for the civil aircraft types with which the British industry should proceed after the war, Pierson had studied a civil transport adaptation of the twin-engined Wellington bomber, the Vickers VC1 (Vickers Commercial One) Viking, as an 'interim' design as also recommended by Brabazon, until a wholly new recommendation could be implemented. Intended for the newly formed British European Airways (BEA), Edwards energetically led the team that took the basic Wellington wing and engines, and the Warwick tail surfaces, and developed a new stressedskin monocoque passenger-carrying fuselage. Though the Viking would be the world's first aircraft type to comply with the newly formulated International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO) performance regulations, he pushed its development hard and it was first flown in prototype form by Summers on 22 June 1945, only six weeks after VE-Day ended hostilities in Europe. He also led the sales campaign to establish an overseas civil market base. The Viking began commercial service with BEA on 1 September 1946. It was also adopted by the reconstituted Royal Flight, notably for the Royal Tour of South Africa in 1947. A total of 163 Vikings were built, with some continuing in service until the 1970s. The experimental RollsRoyce pure-jet Nene Viking was the world's first airliner to be powered exclusively by jet propulsion and, with Edwards on board, established a record flight time of 34 minutes 7 seconds between London and Paris on 25 July 1948, which still compares favourably with today's jets.
From the Viking came directly the military Valetta, the RAF's first truly multi-role transport aircraft, of which 263 were built. The Varsity, which Edwards devised and convinced the RAF of the need for a specialized type to satisfy all their multi-engine aircrew training requirements, which they had not hitherto fully realized, benefited from his emerging thinking for the Vickers Brabazon-recommended successor to the Viking, notably the incorporation of a nose-wheel undercarriage, and gave valuable service for 25 years. With a production run of 163 aircraft, the Varsity took the total out-turn of the Viking genus to nearly 600 aircraft, so providing an essential bridge of work in progress until a new-generation design could be realized.
LAUNCHING THE JET-AGE REVOLUTION
Pierson's imaginative response to the Brabazon Type II category of wholly new types was the Vickers VC2, powered by propeller-turbine engines, which he saw as being best matched to the stated requirement for a medium-range European airliner. This resulted in the allocation of the separate Type IIB category, which George Edwards was to mentor to reality. Having assumed design responsibility for the VC2 concept after Pierson became Chief Engineer, his inspired choice of the Rolls-Royce Dart engine for its ruggedness, and the first use of a pressurized passenger cabin in a British transport aircraft, resulted in his taking full technical responsibility as well after Pierson's untimely death in January 1948 at the age of only 56 years. However, BEA, for which the Viscount was specifically intended, initially rejected it as being too small and at the Government's direction in 1947 took the 'safe' option of ordering the piston-engined Type II Airspeed Ambassador instead. Nevertheless, named Viscount, the Type 630 prototype was first flown by Summers on 16 July 1948. Just 40 years old, George Edwards had the determination and sound technical and market sense to recognize its real potential and worth.
His unshakable faith and pertinacity, together with the staunch support of Sir Hew Kilner and Sir Alec Coryton, Controller of Supplies (Air), and Cyril (later Sir Cyril) Musgrave, the Under Secretary of State for Air at the Ministry of Supply, resulted in the devising of an imaginative scheme to save this evidently promising, if untried, concept from demise and obscurity. With a new specification for the rebirth of the Viscount in an enlarged form to counter the serious underestimates of capacity made by all concerned, the otherwise redundant second prototype airframe was diverted for experimental pure jet engine test flying fitted with the Rolls-Royce Tay derivative of the Nene. The Tay Viscount was later used by Boulton Paul for the development of electrically signalled, power-actuated, flying controls for Edwards's already gestating Valiant four-jet bomber; it thus became the world's first transport aircraft to fly with such a control system and pioneered the universal use of 'fly-by-wire' flying controls in today's civil and military aircraft. Meanwhile, the first prototype continued development of the Dart engine performance and in intensive overseas sales demonstrations.
Together with the highly supportive Peter (later Sir Peter) Masefield, when he took over as Chief Executive of BEA in 1949, the original Ministry-owned Viscount Type 630 was borrowed to operate the world's first turbine-powered airliner scheduled service to carry farepaying passengers on 29 July 1950 with BEA between London and Paris. The airline then began the world's first sustained propeller-turbine airliner service with the enlarged Viscount 701 on 18 April 1953, eventually operating 75 Viscounts in this and further enlarged versions though to the early 1980s. Thus was the Viscount saved and a new era of the air transport experience inaugurated.
George Edwards always led from the front in his business dealings, beginning by establishing a head-to-head personal relationship, essentially based on mutual respect and trust, before bringing the respective teams together, again on a one-to-one opposite-number basis. This distinctive leadership ethic was well exemplified with the Viscount with which he was championing the birth of a whole new mode and generation of air travel throughout the world.
The next major breakthrough with the Viscount after BEA, other European airlines and Trans-Australia Airlines (the latter despite the 12,000-mile support supply line), was the acceptance and introduction of turbine power by the Viscount into North America. This Edwards first achieved with remarkable alacrity through his firm and enduring relationship with Gordon McGregor, the highly respected President of the technically demanding TransCanada Airlines, a great anglophile and the oldest pilot to have served in the Battle of Britain.
Penetrating the American domestic market, the traditional heartland of air transport, then followed in 1956 in similar fashion with a 60-plane order from Capital Airlines of Washington, DC, which constituted Britain's largest single dollar-earning export order in any field up to that time. Together with an associated onshore Product Support facility at Washington National airport (another innovation at that time), it can fairly be claimed that this order was also the founding instrument of the huge industrial presences and market penetrations of BAE Systems and Airbus in the USA today.
The Viscount was the pioneer and harbinger of the turbine age of air transport, projecting the benefits of fast, smooth, 'over-the-weather' air transport throughout the world, which is today the lifeblood of global mobility. In all, 438 Viscounts were sold to more than 60 operators in 40 countries-airlines, airforces, governments, corporate businesses and individual owners-two-thirds of them in valuable overseas export markets. Under Edwards's everdetermined leadership and drive, matching the development of the Viscount airframe with the continuous development of the Dart engine, the Viscount thus became by far the biggest and most successful British civil aircraft programme ever. Well over 300 operators eventually used this outstanding aircraft.
Most emblematic of George Edwards's prowess as a chief designer and programme leader was the 'all-electric' Valiant four-jet, high-altitude nuclear bomber (figure 1), the first of the RAF's much-vaunted V-bomber force which was first flown by Summers on 18 May 1951 from the still-grass runway at the Vickers flight test airfield at nearby Wisley. The Valiant was the first of Britain's nuclear deterrent force of the 1950s and 1960s. It was urgently produced in record time-in parallel with that of the Viscount-with programme management par excellence long before the term assumed the currency and status that it has today. The Valiant was, he said, 'an un-funny aircraft' that could be delivered ahead of the more sophisticated designs and was the aircraft of which he was always most proud; it was 'more difficult than Concorde for its day'.
As well as its patented high-speed 'crescent' swept-wing design, the Valiant not only prefaced the large-scale deployment of electrically activated systems architecture and power-operated flying controls but it was also in the large cruciform structure forming the fuselage spine member that carried the bomb-bay load and supported the wing attachments in which Edwards first introduced sculptured structural machining. In turn, this set the path to what is now the principal method of airliner structural design and manufacture on both sides of the Atlantic.
A total of 104 Valiants were built at a high rate and the force was successfully deployed by RAF Bomber Command in the Suez campaign of 1956, live-tested Britain's own nuclear bombs in Australia and at Christmas Island in the Pacific in 1956 and 1957, pioneered in-flight refuelling for large aircraft in the RAF in 1958, and air-tested the original Bristol Siddeley Pegasus vectored-thrust engine used in the Harrier vertical take-off and landing aircraft in 1963.
While the Viscount led to the Vanguard large-capacity, low operating-cost, second-generation turboprop airliner, so the Valiant led to the V1000, the world's first large long-range jetliner project, intended for the dual roles of military transport for the RAF and civil airliner for the British Overseas Airways Corporation (BOAC).
Although, like its American and Russian counterparts, the Vanguard did not achieve the expected market success, being overtaken by the pure jets, it notably incorporated the largescale use of integrally machined airframe structural components, together with a comprehensive 'all-over inside-and-out' anti-corrosion treatment process for structural longevity that was only applied to American-built transport aircraft many years later.
The Government cancellation of the V1000 in November 1955, as a result of the volte-face of BOAC, six months before the prototype was due to fly, was, Edwards believed, 'the biggest setback the industry has suffered', leaving the majority of the world market for long-range jetliners to the American Boeing 707 and the Douglas DC-8. The V1000 was the world's first example of (the now universal) six-abreast single-aisle seating in an airliner and would have been the first truly trans-Atlantic jet airliner. It also incorporated multi-section, fail-safe, electrically signalled power-operated flying control surfaces, including an all-moving tailplaneall innovative design features at that time.
George Edwards now found himself increasingly hamstrung by politics. Within a year of the demise of the V1000, BOAC asked for permission to order 30 Boeing 707s for its transAtlantic services as there was 'no suitable British jet aircraft available'. Meanwhile, Boeing and Douglas had announced their four-engined airliners in 1954, for which they were to receive large US domestic launching orders, and Britain's clear lead in pure-jet technology had been lost by the grounding of the de Havilland Comet 1 in 1954, after three inexplicable fatal accidents. The Government finally decided that the airline could buy fifteen 707s if an equal number of a comparable British aircraft were ordered.
After rejecting an all-new de Havilland design, BOAC again turned to Vickers and George Edwards to respond to this mandate and to produce an aircraft specifically capable of meeting the rigorous demands of the airline's medium-range Empire routes to Africa and the Far East, notably incorporating exceptionally short airfield performance. Technically, the rear-engined, large-area high-lift 'clean-winged' VC10 introduced the first use of the supercritical 'peaky' aerofoil pressure distribution theory devised jointly by the Aircraft Research Association at Bedford and the National Physical Laboratory at Twickenham, and realized in practical form by Vickers-Armstrongs at Weybridge in conjunction with the Royal Aircraft Establishment at Farnborough-and later also adopted in the American Boeing 747 and Lockheed C5 jet transports. The VC10 and its larger sibling, the Super VC10, were powered by four Rolls-Royce Conway engines, the world's first dual-flow, 'by-pass' or 'turbofan' aero-engine, which was subsequently also fitted to both its American counterparts. More then half the weight of the VC10 airframe structure was machined from the solid. Although BOAC's vacillating procurement policies severely truncated the production out-turn, the Vickers VC10 was the largest aircraft type ever to go into series production in Britain and was widely acknowledged as the most popular of all of the first-generation big jets. It was also adopted by the Royal Air Force from 1966, and a large fleet continues in active front-line service today in the strategic transport and aerial refuelling tanker roles. Sir George's burdens had been vastly exacerbated in the increasingly politically turbulent transitional period from 1958 in leading the very advanced Vickers-English Electric TSR2 supersonic bomber and reconnaissance aircraft project, which was effectively the catalyst for the creation of BAC two years later. However, the TSR2, which was further complicated by being the first British military aircraft conceived as a 'weapons system concept', was precipitously cancelled by the incoming Labour Government in April 1965, just as series production was about to begin-leaving him with the daunting task of reconstructing the still fledgling industrial grouping and its product portfolio and work-loading. Meanwhile, Hunting had contributed an imaginative vestigial design for a small twin-jet airliner, which Edwards's team at Weybridge subsequently evolved into the BAC One-Eleven, the world's first successful 'tailored-for-the-job' regional jetliner, also under his direct leadership, which penetrated the American domestic market (just as the Viscount had done) before the appearance of the homegrown product.
Soon after the first flight of the prototype One-Eleven in August 1963, the aircraft encountered the hitherto little-known 'deep stall' phenomenon and was tragically lost with all seven crew members on board. Sir George and Lord Portal saw it as their immediate duty not only to care for the bereaved families but also to act on their deep concern for future aircraft safety in this regard. Consequently, as soon as the cause of the accident was known, they dispatched a senior technical team to provide full information to all other manufacturers on both sides of the Atlantic, including competitors, of the remedy.
It was also at this time that Sir George became a central figure in the conception, technical development and industrial leadership of the huge initiating collaborative programme ventures in Europe, while balancing the political imperatives of the rapidly advancing integration of European aerospace as it has matured to today. At the same time, he also held full responsibility for BAC's complete range of civil and military aerospace product programmes, notably including the Rapier ground-to-air missile defence system, and a range of space communications satellites-and was thus fully armed at all points of the aircraft industry compass.
The first of these programmes was the Anglo-French Concorde, the world's only successful supersonic airliner, which became the foundation of the great European aerospace collaborative ethos, and from which all else has since stemmed (figure 2). Sir George was the original architect of the Concorde programme and the only member of the Anglo-French governmental and industrial management hierarchy to serve from the signing of the bi-national treaty agreement in November 1962 through to the start of service in January 1976, including bridging the industrial hiatus of the drastic truncation of the programme in the wake of the global oil crisis in 1973-74.
In the UK, Concorde had its origins in the industry-wide Supersonic Transport Aircraft Committee of 1956, but the rising costs of advanced technology, and Britain's political wish to enter the European Economic Community, made the Government stipulate that an international partner be found. The very agreeable rapport forged between Sir George Edwards and General Andre Puget, Chairman of Sud Aviation of France at the time of the agreement, proved to be the essential key to getting the programme launched and stabilized, and throughout the interminable political arguments they were unquestionably the two men who made the collaboration work. Sir George also sensibly placed reciprocal manufacturing contracts with French factories to initiate the physical process of the cooperation. In technical terms, Concorde was conceived and designed without any prior large long-range military predecessor and hence he was rightly insistent that the main constructional material should be aluminum alloy rather than the more exotic and expensive steel and titanium fabrication that would be demanded to withstand the excessive kinetic heating effects beyond Mach 2.
In the late 1960s, Sir George was also centrally involved in setting up the programmes for the Anglo-French Sepecat Jaguar military supersonic strike and advanced training aircraft (which continues to be produced under licence in India) and for the Anglo-German-Italian Panavia Tornado variable-sweep wing multi-role combat aircraft, of which nearly 1000 were built for the airforces of the three sponsoring nations and the Saudi Air Force.
In the early 1960s he had been the prime mover in establishing the BAC-Saudi Arabia relationship for a complete new air defence system for the Kingdom, which included BAC
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Biographical Memoirs Lightning supersonic fighter and Strikemaster trainer aircraft-the most important order ever placed with BAC-and which essentially prefaced the massive Al Yamamah programme of the succeeding British Aerospace and BAE Systems regimes extending through to today. Sir George retired from the Chairmanship of British Aircraft Corporation at the end of 1975 at the age of 67, after 40 years of outstanding service and leading involvements in many of the most significant and successful British and world technical and industrial achievements. Despite the political traumas through which he had always battled so valiantly, he handed over the company in excellent technical and commercial shape, two years before it was forcibly subsumed by nationalization into British Aerospace, and his 15-year leadership of the company had encompassed all the political, economic and technological upheavals that had beset and transformed the aerospace industry worldwide. 
ROYAL ACCOLADES
The most significant of Sir George's many major national and international honours and awards came in 1971 when Her Majesty The Queen bestowed upon him the Order of Merit (OM)-the highest honour in the sovereign's personal gift-in recognition of his outstanding contribution to British and world aeronautical engineering. The only other aeronautical engineers to have been so honoured were Sir Geoffrey de Havilland, the pioneer aircraft designer, aviator and company founder; and Sir Frank Whittle FRS, the inventor of the jet engine. In October 2002, six months before he died, Sir George, together with other members of the Order, attended a service and lunch with Her Majesty in commemoration of the centenary of the founding of the Order by Her great-grandfather, King Edward VII, and coincidentally in the Golden Jubilee Year of Her reign, at which time he was the most senior member in length of appointment.
In November 1974, 
NOTABLE LECTURES AND PAPERS
In addition to Sir George's key papers delivered to the Royal Aeronautical Society, the highlight of his many inspirational aeronautical lectures to other leading professional and educational organizations was his Royal Society Review Lecture in 1973, 'The technical aspects of supersonic civil transport aircraft', which was probably the most perceptive and cogent assessment of the subject at its highest point of practical activity.
PERSONAL LIFE AND INTERESTS
One of Sir George's greatest and most enduring attributes was the fact that, despite the enormous pressures under which he consistently worked, he always insisted on leading a balanced life with proper time and regard for his family and his many personal interests and pursuits, the two most prominent of which were also aeronautically related-cricket and painting-and continued as the twin staples of his 27-year retirement with undiminished enthusiasm and enjoyment into his 95th year.
In his lifelong passion for cricket, as well as being a proficient player in his early years, he ultimately became President of Surrey County Cricket Club in 1979. Early in his professional career, his interest in the aerodynamic technique of spin bowling also led him to recommend that the critically enabling 'back spin' be applied to Barnes Wallis's 'dambusting' bombs to achieve the desired water-top bouncing effect that proved so successful in the RAF's famed 'Operation Chastise' in May 1943.
From the 1960s, Sir George also developed an equivalent passion and considerable proficiency for painting and became Patron of the Guild of Aviation Artists from its foundation in 1970. This association was appropriately crowned when, in its Silver Jubilee year, 1995, the Guild presented him with the Air League Trophy as a 'lifetime achievement award'. His talent was justifiably further rewarded with a winning framing being hung in the Royal Academy Summer Exhibition in London in the millennium year 2000.
Sir George died peacefully at his home in Guildford on Sunday, 2 March 2003 aged 94 years, coincidentally 34 years to the day from the first flight of Concorde on 2 March 1969, which he had done so much to champion.
The bedrock of his personal life was his 59-year marriage to Lady Dinah Edwards, who predeceased him in 1994. He left a daughter, Angela ('Dingle'), who bore them two grandchildren, Clair and Richard, and who, in turn, bore him two great-grandchildren, Benjamin and Paul respectively.
Sir George Edwards, a resolute and friendly man, able to relate with equanimity to everyone within his exceptionally wide compass-from his immediate associates through to the Monarch-was a combination of first-class engineer and hardheaded businessman, a man of enormous ability and resolve, enabling him to comprehend and realize some of humanity's largest technological and industrial undertakings. He entered British aviation at the dawn of the technological revolution of the late 1930s and led much of the main thrust of the British aerospace industry through the advent of the jet age and into the supersonic era, and largescale UK industrial integration and European collaboration. Through it all, he was consistently contesting and invariably triumphing over powerful competition and the ever-present dichotomy of reconciling the short-term objectives of successive Governments and the political system with the long-term ones of the aerospace business-always sustained by his iron will and simplistic motto: 'Never give up'.
He was a truly remarkable man in remarkable times. 
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